
Proposal #1 
Definitions 
New Feature - A new feature is an entirely new concept or data model object, or significant 
enhancement to an existing concept or data model object. It does not include clarifications, 
descriptive prose text, information text, editorial or formatting changes.  
 
Done - A new feature is considered done when it: 

● has at least 2 independent organizations using at least 2 separate code bases running at 
least POC code with real or semi-real data that can interoperate.  

● has all normative specification text is complete 
● is covered by one or more interoperability tests and at least the 2 POC implementations 

pass those tests. 

Overall Approach For 2.1 
1. We will release a series of TC-approved CSDs, where each CSD has a 2 week ballot 

period. 

2. While most CSDs will be additive, each CSD may include fixes or changes to previous 

CSDs. These fixes or changes may require breaking changes to a previous CSD. 

3. A new feature has 185 days (6 months) post-CSD ballot approval to show that it is done; 

if it does not meet the definition of done it will be removed from the next CSD.  

4. Sponsors of a new feature can request TC approval to submit a their idea in to the next 

CSD at any time. This approval requires a simple majority vote of the TC. 

5. Before the TC issues a CS the chairs and editors will ensure that all new features are 

"done": 

6. A CS will be submitted for TC approval no later than 185 days (6 months) (or longer if 

agreed to by the TC) after the last CSD that the TC approved. However, if something has 

to be removed we will reissue a CSD with only components that were approved and 

shown to be done in a previous CSD. 

Current CSD Schedule 
● STIX 2.1 CSD01 shall include: 

1. 2.0 Breaking Changes 

2. Confidence 

3. i18n 



4. Location 

5. Malware 

6. Intel Note 

7. Opinion 

● STIX 2.1 CSD 0X-TBD, where the specific CSD for each feature may change depending on 

the specification text being complete for that feature and TC approval for adding that 

feature. 

8. IEP 

9. Grouping 

10. COA 

11. Assertion 

12. Patterning fixes (including additional breaking changes) 

13. Infrastructure 

14. STIX "Extension" mechanism 

Other Considerations 
Informationally note the risk that organizations take when implementing draft specifications: 

TC EDITORS: PLEASE REMOVE THIS SECTION BEFORE CS BALLOT 

 

While the eventual version indicator for this version of the specification will be "2.1",              
implementations of draft versions (CSDs) of this specification SHOULD instead advertise           
"2.1-draftXX" (where XX represent an increasing number representing each new draft in            
all places where the specification version is referenced (for example, spec_version           
property, API-roots, media types, etc).  

 

This allows implementations to safely perform content negotiation with each other, even if 
they would otherwise be incompatible. When this specification is marked as final by the 
Technical Committee, having advanced to either a CS (committee specification) or an 
OASIS Standard, implementations MUST only advertise "2.1" to represent this 
specification. Any content that was used prior to this specification becoming final, and has 
a designation of "-draftXX") MAY be converted to the final version or deleted. 


